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Health Nursery
injuries
Thousands of children under 3 years
old end up in the emergency room
each year. PG 3

Fashion 5
Shoes, lipstick and a new line from
Victoria Beckham. PG 2

At last, you canwear your
Nambewithout resorting to
stringing a napkin ring on a cord.
The cult-collectible home decor
and tabletop company has cre-
ated an exclusive jewelry collec-
tion that capitalizes on the sleek,
sinuous curves of the iconic
bowls.

Amade-in-Americawomen’s
jewelry collection of 26 sterling
silver and gemstone pieces at
attainable luxury prices
launched atMacy’s stores. Stud
earrings that look as if waves
washed across their surface are

$120, while a chain-link bracelet
with intricate braid detail on the
reverse tops out at $550. A selec-
tion of $225 rings is set with
large semiprecious gems such as
smoky quartz andmother-of-
pearl, echoing the organicmate-
rials such as glass, acaciawood
and concrete that now appear
throughout the brand.

Founded in 1951 outside Santa
Fe, N.M., Nambe gained a loyal
following that appreciated the
functional sculpture’s top-secret
metal alloy that retains heat or
cold for hours. Yet the brand had
made only limited attempts to
branch into jewelry, saidNambe
Chief Executive Bill Robedee.

WhenRobedee joined the
company two years ago, he saw
unexplored potential, particu-
larly as demandwas surging for
midcenturymodern style.

“The designs truly had a place
in fashion, the sculptural look,
and themidcentury aesthetic
was a natural fit for a jewelry
collection,” he said from the
company’s NewYork showroom.

Though the sleek, sinuous
shapes recall other iconic de-
signers such as Elsa Peretti,
Paloma Picasso andRobert Lee
Morris, the company found a
designerwho lived and breathed
theNambe essence: Carolyn
Pollack.

For decades, Pollack and her
husband, Bill, have designed and

Jewelry echoes Nambe’s cool, curvy dinner platters

Sterling silver Infinity cuff bracelet, multiband ring and open pendant
from Nambe’s made-in-America collection.

NAMBE

See NAMBE, page 5

From tabletop decor to wearable art

By Valli Herman
Los Angeles Times

J ulieBullock remembers theday shewas
diagnosed with early-onset Parkinson’s
disease in September 2011. She walked
to her car after her doctor’s appoint-
ment and sat in the parking lot search-

ing the internet on her phone.
“Will Parkinson’s disease kill me?” the Essex

resident recalls typing.
Itwouldn’t.Shereturnedtoher jobthatdayasa

secretary in the Johns Hopkins University’s

departmentof psychological andbrain sciences—
the office where she began sixmonths before her
diagnosis, working with students studying condi-
tions like hers.

Fiveandahalf years later,Bullock, 48,hasn’t let
the tremor inher righthandstopher frommaking
homemade jams and other foods to spread the
word and drum up funds for the Parkinson’s
DiseaseandMovementDisordersCenteratJohns
Hopkins Hospital, and she’s recruited local
restaurants toputonaseriesof fundraisingevents
throughoutApril, Parkinson’s AwarenessMonth.

She also serves as a firsthand resource on

Parkinson’s for students and faculty. Even as they
impart medical knowledge about her disease, she
can explain how it feels to livewith it.

Parkinson’s is a progressive degenerative dis-
ease that causes people to lose control of their
movements as a result of the deterioration of
dopamine-producing brain cells. The exact cause
of Parkinson’s is unknown, though factors includ-
ing rare genetic mutations and environmental
triggers can contribute to its development.While
thecondition itself isnot fatal, complications from
Parkinson’s can be.

Julie Bullock, left, a secretary at Johns Hopkins who has early-onset Parkinson's disease, answers questions from Sarah Cormiea, a graduate student.
ALGERINA PERNA/BALTIMORE SUN
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PARKINSON’S

Hopkins secretary helps students, faculty see disorder from patient’s perspective
By SarahMeehan
The Baltimore Sun

See PARKINSON’S, page 5
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manufactured Southwest-influenced
sterling silver jewelry collections from
their Albuquerque, N.M., headquarters.

“Carolyn really got it, whatNambe is,
and translated the artistic aesthetic into
jewelry. She understood that it was not
‘Southwest jewelry.’ The first round of
sketcheswe got fromher convinced us she
was the right person,” Robedee said.

Pollack has lived in Albuquerque for 27
years and has collectedNambe for just as

long. “That iswhatwas so exciting about
this. I cookwith it. I decoratewith it,” she
said. “I love that it is contemporary, but
there is still a spiritual qualitywith it.”

Pollack sat surrounded by new and
archival Nambe pieces in theNewYork
showroom to soak up inspiration. The
jewelry shares its contemporary, fluid and
organic forms, rounded edges andmirror-
finish lookswith the tableware and home
decor. She translated the iconic butterfly
bowl’s upswept lines into a ring, and im-

bued pendantswith the fluid, curvy lines
of the signature platters and bowls.

As both designer andmanufacturer,
Pollack came to appreciate the precise
skill required to achieve theNambe look.
She used a labor-intensive, lost-wax cast-
ingmethod to shape the sterling silver
pieces, which are plated in rhodium and
hand polished to a glossy sheen.

WithNambemaking its first appear-
ance in the fine jewelry department, it’s
reaching customers unfamiliarwith the

brand’s history.
“Peoplewho loveNambe know it’s

timeless. And I’ve really tried to incorpo-
rate silhouettes that I knowwomen love to
wear,” Pollack said.

Now that she’s immersed in creating
Nambe, the designer sees potential in
every element. She’s got her eye on the
twinkly surface in the brand’s Dazzle
collection, a look she’ll replicate in an
upcoming collection. If you can’t wait,
there’s a set of fourDazzle napkin rings to
consider.

Valli Herman is a freelancer.

Nambe goes from tabletops to wrists and necks
NAMBE, From page 1

Bullock’s condition has been slow to
progress. Her tremor is constant but not
painful, and she said it feels like “when
you’ve crossed your legs and you’ve put all
your weight on them for like 40 minutes …
it’s like pins and needles, except you don’t
quite knowthedimensionof yourown limb
anymore.”

Bullock explained the feeling during a
guest lecture for an undergraduate class on
positive psychology. She asked for volun-
teers and called on Joshua Langfus when
his handwent up.

“She said, ‘OK, standupplease andpick a
body part — any body part — and start
shaking it. And don’t stop until I tell you to
stop,’ ” said Langfus, 24.

He picked his right knee andwiggled for
25minutes before she told him to stop.

“At theendshefinallysaid, ‘All right,well,
so imagine that is what your life is like,’ ”
said Langfus, now a manager for the vision
lab inBullock’sdepartment. “Youdon’thave
control over your limbs.”

“It wasn’t meant to be morose,” Bullock
said. “It was hopefully just kind of eye-
opening. No matter how bad that fake
twitch that you had was, it’s how it feels to
someone.”

Hrag Pailian, who taught the class, said
he still gets notes from students who
remember that lecture.

“She’s so matter-of-fact about it,” said
Pailian, who received his Ph.D. from
Hopkins and is now a post-doctoral fellow
atHarvardUniversity. “Shedoesn’t play the
victim card ... and she’s very open in talking
about it.”

Not all of the students in Bullock’s
department studymovement disorders, but
many they said they have learned from her.
Pailian, for instance, works with human
memory, includingsomeof thecomponents
of the brain affected by the Parkinson’s.

“I’d never met anyone who had Parkin-
son’s before … so she’s kind of been the face
of Parkinson’s for me,” Pailian said. “I’m
hoping some of stuff I’ll be working onwill
help Parkinson’s patients.”

And for Bullock’s part, she said her work
environment gives her more confidence in
combating the condition.

“Because of the sheer volume of scien-
tific terms that I’m made aware of on a
regular basis, I feel like I get better grasp on
what I’m dealing with by virtue of where I
work,” she said.

With31studentsat all levelsof study, it’s a
close-knit department. Bullock calls them
her “kids” — she knows their hobbies and
their spouses; they swap recipes and
frequently go out for dinner anddrinks.

“In our program she’s a very, very central
person,” Pailian, a cognitive neuroscientist,
said. “Anything youneed, you go to Julie.”

About 20 students and faculty have
joined Pacing for Parkinson’s, which uses
the Baltimore Running Festival as its
primary fundraiser forHopkins’movement
disorder center. Last year the group had
about 300 runners and walkers in the
festival, and since its inception in 2009, the
organization has raised $656,000 for
Parkinson’s research.

“It makes us stakeholders in the whole
project,” Langfus said.

The students bring a young energy to the
group, Bullock said. She and her husband
Brandon have served on the organization’s
executive board for the last two years.

Corbin Cunningham, 29, is a fifth-year
Ph.D. candidate in Bullock’s department
studyingattentionandperspective. Someof
his work involves interactionwith patients,
and he said it’s been valuable working with
Bullock as he considers what impacts his
work could have on other cognitive func-
tions.

“Neuro-psychological diseases often are
inter-related in terms of certain symptoms,
and so it’s always kind of interesting to get
Julie’s perspective, being someone who’s
like, ‘This iswhat it feels like, this iswhat it’s
like,’ ” he said. “And so it’s interesting to
think about that and in terms, too, of like,
what am I doing right now, and what
potential linkages are impacted?”

Estimates vary as to how many people
are living with Parkinson’s because the
disease can be hard to diagnose and
conflated with other conditions. Dr. Zoltan
Mari, director of Hopkins’ Parkinson’s
Disease and Movement Disorders Center,
puts the number conservatively between
700,000 and 800,000 people in the United
States, but someestimates runhigher than1
million. Up to 60,000 new people are
diagnosed in theU.S. every year.

The average age for diagnosis is 62,
according to the National Parkinson Foun-
dation, butMari said it’s not uncommon for
people in their early 40s, like Bullock was,
to be diagnosed.

“I find thismythwhen I talk to laypeople
that ‘40s — it’s just so outrageous and it’s
very rare.’ It’s not rare at all,” he said.

Still, Bullock doesn’t picture herself
when she thinks of Parkinson’s.

“There’s a typical vision when someone
thinks of a Parkinson’s patient,” she said. “I
don’t think that’swho I am.”

She defies stereotypes of Parkinson’s
patients with sharp wit and a healthy dose
of humor.

“I think the only person that appreciates
mytremorwhen itgets reallybad is thecat,”
she said.

Bullock, a San Francisco native, first
noticed a tremor in her handwhen shewas
in her 30s. A resting tremor (movement in a
musclewhenaperson isn’t activelyusing it)
on one side of the body is a common early
Parkinson’s symptom.Other signs include a
lack of swinging in one armwhen a person
walks, loss of dexterity, problems walking
and balancing, losing sense of smell (anos-

mia) and REM behavior disorder, which
causes people to move and talk in their
sleep.

Bullockwas originally diagnosedwith an
essential tremor, a common movement
disorder that causes shaking. She got a
second opinion and a correct diagnosis
when she became part of a clinical trial
Mari was running for people with Parkin-
son’s to test a possible treatment for the
disease. The study found the drug was not
effective.

Drugs and other therapies can treat the
symptoms of Parkinson’s. Deep-brain
stimulation, for example, uses electrodes
implanted in the brain to block abnormal
nerve signals that cause shaking. And
deep-brain ultrasound therapy is another
new treatment that uses targeted
ultrasoundwaves to destroy damagedbrain
tissue to calm tremors.

Nine of the 27 pills Bullock takes daily
work to control her tremor. But there’s no
cure for Parkinson’s and no treatment to
slow its progress. Although few break-
throughs have been made in Parkinson’s
treatment during the last several decades,
Mari is hopeful multiple treatments will
become available soon to curb Parkinson’s
itself, rather than its symptoms.

“I really believe that we will have some
major breakthrough within five years,”
Mari said. “So I would put — and I am
putting—a lot ofmoney on [it].”

Parkinson’s affects people differently,
and there’s no way to know how quickly it
will progress. Bullock takes comfort in that.
Eventually, patients can lose the ability to
speak and swallow.

“I’mnot indenial, I knowwhatmyfuture
could look like,” Bullock said. “I don’t know
what’s going to happen … but I don’t think
waiting around for something to occur —
good, bad or otherwise— is the answer.”

Since her diagnosis, Bullock said she’s
had to make few adjustments. She’s lost
some finemotor skills —writing by hand is
a challenge; she switched to using an
electric toothbrush; and she can’t use a
whisk.

“I can’t shake my ownmartini, but I can
damnwell drink ’em,” she said.

Pacing for Parkinson’s held a cocktail
contest — the aptly named “Shake Off” —
last year at Argosy Cafe, and the group is
bringing it back at Cosima later thismonth.
It’s part of Bullock’s effort to expand the
group’s fundraising beyond the running
festival.

She and Brandon, avid foodies who met
on a message board for fans of Alton
Brown’s “Good Eats,” have paired their
passion for food with the cause, making
jams, pickles, pulled pork and cinnamon
buns under the brand “FranklyMyDear ...”
in exchange for donations.

“Food brings people together,” she said.
“Foodmakes thingsOK.”

Brandon estimates they’ve made around
120 flavors of jam, experimenting with
combinations ranging from smoked cherry
to bourbon brown sugar peach.

Julie said she’s raised about $25,000
since she got involved with Pacing for
Parkinson’s in 2012. She’s aiming for $8,000
this year and is partnering with local
restaurants includingPaulieGee’s,BlueHill
Tavern and Gertrude’s throughout April,
Parkinson’s Awareness Month, to raise
funds.

It can be a tough sell becauseParkinson’s
is not a glamorous cause, Brandon Bullock
said.

“If you’re fundraising for at-risk kids or
homeless pets, I think it’s easier to get a
positive response fromthecommunity than
it is [for] what we sometimes refer to as
‘shaky old people.’ And that’s the public
perception of Parkinson’s I think,” he said.
“We don’t see a lot of people like Julie with
Parkinson’s, but they’re out there.”

Whether cruising in herMazdaMiata or
sipping margaritas with her students, she’s
happy to challenge that image.

“Again, when I think of Parkinson’s, I
don’t come tomind,” she said. “And I’m still
veryOKwith that.”
smeehan@baltsun.com
twitter.com/sarahvmeehan

Seeing Parkinson’s from the patient’s perspective
PARKINSON’S, From page 1

Julie Bullock, a secretary in Johns Hopkins University’s Psychological and Brain Sciences department, has early-onset Parkinson's dis-
ease. She was diagnosed after she began working at the department, where she works with students studying brain disorders.
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Pacing for Parkinson’s fundraisers
Pacing for Parkinson’s is hosting a series of fundraisers at restaurants and other
venues throughout April, Parkinson’s Awareness Month.
April 11: Paulie Gee’s in Hampden (3535 Chestnut Ave.) will host “Pizzas for
Parkinson’s” from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m., donating 10 percent of gross food and drink sales
to the organization.
April 22: The Orioles will donate $5 per ticket purchased for the Orioles- Red Sox
game through orioles.com/tix/parkinsons to Pacing for Parkinson’s.
April 27: Cosima in Mill No. 1 (3000 Falls Road) will host “The Shake Off 2.0” cocktail
competition from 5 p.m.-9 p.m. for Pacing for Parkinson’s.
Throughout April: Blue Hill Tavern in Canton (938 S. Conkling St.) will donate $1
from every Chateaubriand for two ordered. Gertrude’s at the Baltimore Museum of
Art (10 Art Museum Drive) will donate $1 from every crab quiche it sells. And Alizee
American Bistro (4 W. University Parkway) will donate $1 from each fried pickles
appetizer and $2 from every jambalaya pasta plate it serves.

Source: Pacing for Parkinson’s

One-fourth of older
adults are in danger of
being injured through a fall.

For thoseworried about
their balance, a simple test
at home can serve as a
gauge, saidAlyssaZimmer-
man, a physical therapist
withATIPhysical Therapy
in Shorewood, Ill.

TheCenters forDisease
Control andPrevention
reports that a quarter of

people 65 and older fall
each year. Every 20min-
utes, an older adult dies
froma fall.

Andnearly 2.8million
older adults visit emer-
gency rooms for nonfatal
fall injuries each year, ac-
cording to theCDC.

“It’s definitely something
we try to look at andman-
age in the clinic—different
balance-type tests thatwe
can use in order to try and
determine increased risk of
falling,” Zimmerman said.

She tells patients to try
the 30-SecondChair Stand
Test,which tests leg
strength and endurance,
and also is recommended
by theCDC.

Sit in a chairwith arms
folded across the shoulders.
Then standup and sit down
asmany times as you can in
30 seconds, keeping your
feet flat and your back
straight.

TheCDC recommends a
chairwith a straight back
and the seat at least 17

inches high.
For adults between 70

and 74 years old, the aver-
age number of times you
come to a full standing
position in 30 seconds
should be at least 10 for
women and 12 formen.
Based on the test results,
Zimmermanmay offer
at-home strengthening
exercises such as switching
yourweight fromheels to
toes or doing a bridge.

One caution— if you
have a history of falling or

are feeling extremely un-
steady, don’t try thiswith-
out first talking to a doctor.

TheOne Simple Thing series

offers specific and small
ways to improve health.

abowen@chicagotribune.com
Twitter@byalisonbowen

ONE SIMPLE THING

Quick test can check balance in older adults
By Alison Bowen
Chicago Tribune
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